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In Decoding the Stars, Ileana Chinnici offers an account of the life of the Jesuit scientist
Angelo Secchi (1818-1878) and his important contributions to the development of many
sciences, paying special attention to his studies in early astrophysics.
In 2004, after felling his last chimney and retiring from steeplejacking, Fred took to the
road on his beloved traction engine for the BBC series Made in Britain. Travelling the
length and breadth of the country, the intention was to seek out the remarkable
achievements of the craftsmen, engineers, inventors and industrial workers whose
endeavour made engines like Fred's possible. It was a journey that took him to Britain's
most iconic engineering marvels as well as less familiar sites: from the Forth Bridge and
the Middlesbrough Transporter Bridge to Europe's last deep-working iron ore mine in
Cumbria and a local castings workshop in Bo'ness. This behind-the-scenes account of
that ambitious journey is made all the more remarkable by Fred's heroic efforts to
complete it while suffering from terminal cancer. It is not only a glorious testament to
our nation's industrial achievements but also a story of the friendships, unfailing
courage and determination of the nation's favourite steeplejack.
You didn't just meet with Fred Dinah you were instinctively drawn close to him, his
larger than life personality was truly infectious and his communication skills second to
none. Fred had the uncanny and somewhat unique knack of talking through a TV
camera so that the viewer actually felt a personal contact with him. The Bolton born
steeplejack became nationally known and loved following a series of TV programs.
Although an admirer of all things, Victorian he was what the modern media people call
'a natural', microphones and TV cameras did not faze him one bit. This publication
takes the reader on a fascinating journey during the making of Fred's last TV series
during 2004.
A riveting journey into the psyche of Britain through its golden age of television and film;
a cross-genre feast of moving pictures, from classics to occult hidden gems, The Magic
Box is the nation's visual self-portrait in technicolour detail. 'The definition of gripping.
Truly, a trove of wyrd treasures.' BENJAMIN MYERS 'A feat of argument, description
and affection.' FINANCIAL TIMES 'Highly entertaining . . . [A] fabulous treasure trove.'
SCOTSMAN 'Young is a phenomonal scholar.' OBSERVER Growing up in the 1970s,
Rob Young's main storyteller was the wooden box with the glass window in the corner
of the family living room, otherwise known as the TV set. Before the age of DVDs and
Blu-ray discs, YouTube and commercial streaming services, watching television was a
vastly different experience. You switched on, you sat back and you watched. There was
no pause or fast-forward button. The cross-genre feast of moving pictures produced in
Britain between the late 1950s and late 1980s - from Quatermass and Tom Jones to
The Wicker Man and Brideshead Revisited, from A Canterbury Tale and The GoBetween to Bagpuss and Children of the Stones, and from John Betjeman's
travelogues to ghost stories at Christmas - contributed to a national conversation and
collective memory. British-made sci-fi, folk horror, period drama and televisual grand
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tours played out tensions between the past and the present, dramatised the fractures
and injustices in society and acted as a portal for magical and ghostly visions. In The
Magic Box, Rob Young takes us on a fascinating journey into this influential golden age
of screen and discovers what it reveals about the nature and character of Britain, its
uncategorisable people and buried histories - and how its presence can still be felt on
screen in the twenty-first century.
When Fred Dibnah debuted on television in 1979, British audiences immediately
embraced a new cultural icon: a steeplejack from Bolton who fell in love with England's
decaying industrial landscape and an exhaustive storyteller whose charm and wit was
matched only by his down-to-earth manner. The Producer of that first film, Don
Haworth, would go on to make nineteen films about this unlikely celebrity and true
British eccentric. Did You Like That? collects the best stories from these films: colourful
tales told by Fred himself, recounting key moments in his life, his experiences as a
steeplejack, his fascination with machinery, his work as an engineer, craftsman, artist,
inventor and steam enthusiast, and his forthright views on life in general. Told with true
Northern grit, Did You Like That? is the story of a man who never shied away from a
hair-raising challenge, and the closest thing to Fred's autobiography we're likely to get.
In paperback for the first time, this is Fred's story, in his own words.
Accompanying the television series, Fred Dibnah tells Britain's industrial history and
picks out the machinery that made history. Travelling throughout Britain, Dibnah
describes what life was really like for people in the industrial age and provides a list of
industrial heritage sites to visit.
The Phenomenal Sunday Times No1 Bestseller ‘It was the start of the third lap of the 2010
Senior TT, the last race of the fortnight. The last chance to get a TT win for another year, and I
was pushing hard. Ballagarey. The kind of corner that makes me continue road racing. A
proper man’s corner. You go through the right-hander at something like 170mph, leant right
over, eyes fixed as far down the road as I can see. But this time something happened. This
time the front end tucked ...’ Guy Martin, international road-racing legend, maverick star of the
Isle of Man TT, truck mechanic and TV presenter, lives on the edge, addicted to speed,
thoroughly exhilarated by danger. In this book we’ll get inside his head as he stares death in
the face, and risks his life in search of the next high. We’ll discover what it feels like to survive
a 170mph fireball at the TT in 2010, and come back to do it all again. He’ll sweep us up in a
gritty sort of glory as he slogs it out for a place on the podium, but we’ll also see him struggle
with the flipside of fame. We’ll meet his friends and foes, his family, his teammates and
bosses and we’ll discover what motivates him, and where his strengths and weaknesses lie.
For the first time, here is the full story in Guy’s own words. From the boy who learned to prep
bikes with his dad, to the spirited team mechanic, paying his way by collecting beer glasses in
pubs, to the young racer at the start of his first race and the buzz he’s been chasing ever
since. This thrilling autobiography is an intense and dramatic ride.
A passionate and vividly written chronicle detailing 28 out of the 90 exciting, nerve tingling
chimney demolition jobs carried out by the nationally famous Master Steeplejack and chimney
demolition expert Fred Dibnah. M.B.E.
After almost a quarter-century as the BBC’s Chief Football Correspondent, Mike Ingham MBE
shares a candid, comprehensive and sometimes controversial account of how the world of
broadcasting and football changed beyond recognition throughout his career. His broadcasting
experiences saw him attend eight World Cups, commentate on twenty-eight F.A. Cup Finals,
work with ten full-time England managers, introduce Sports Report, present his own music
show on BBC Radio 1, and he even covered Princess Diana’s funeral. He has enjoyed
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working with a who’s who of personalities from the world of football and has tales to tell about
all of them… This book is a timely reminder of England’s campaigns in tournaments over the
last half-century with a detailed and eyewitness account of what the atmosphere was really like
over the years behind the scenes in the England camp.
Mid-Cheshire based heritage transportation specialist photographer and feature writer Keith
Langston traveled extensively with Fred Dibnah during the filming of his last TV series, 'Made
in Britain.’ Following Fred's untimely death, Keith embarked upon the creation of a book,
drawing not only on his experiences with the Bolton born steeplejack and TV presenter, but in
addition talking to a representative cross section of those persons who numbered themselves
amongst Fred's many friends. Fred became a high profile media personality and the fame
which accompanied that status never affected him, or in any way changed his down to earth
demeanor. He will be remembered not only for his many practical achievements, but also for
encouraging thousands of others to care about our industrial heritage. The steam bug infected
Fred at a very early age possibly following his illicit visits to his father's place of work, a bleach
factory. Encouraged by one of his ex teachers Fred started what he described as 'a steeplejack
business'. When he turned to presenting his own programs his blunt, no nonsense style made
a welcome change from the so called television professionals. His genius lay in being able to
communicate with the audience in simple, direct, colloquial English.
'Changing the Course of Autism' has the potential to revolutionise the way autism is perceived
and managed. Most books on this subject describe educational and behavioural therapies, but
autism is a medical disease, not a psychological disorder. This groundbreaking books shows
that the disease can be treated by reducing the neurological inflammation that is part of the
disease process, rather than simply masking the symptoms with drugs like Ritalin and Prozac.
The authors have seen autistic behaviours improve dramatically or disappear completely with
appropriate medical treatment. The book reviews the medical literature regarding the biological
nature of the disease, including the potential connection between vaccines and autism. This
book builds a bridge between the medical profession and parents who are angry at the rise in
this disease and the way it is treated. It is the only book on this subject written by an MD who is
also the parent of an autistic child. In 2001, the second son of Jepson was diagnosed with
autism. Over the course of that year, he and his wife Laurie began exploring treatment options
and found that the medical community knew very little about the cause, the treatment, or the
prognosis of this disease. After a year of research, the couple established the non-profit
Children's Biomedical Center of Utah. There autistic children could receive the most up-to-date
care available. From 2002-2005, Dr Jepson treated hundreds of children on the autism
spectrum and the clinic raised awareness throughout the intermountain West concerning
issues related to autism and other childhood developmental disorders. Because he was a
leading specialist in the field, Dr Jepson was recruited to join the team at Thoughtful House
Center for Children, a multidisciplinary clinic dedicated to caring for children with autism and
related conditions. The Thoughtful House is designed to integrate biomedical, gastrointestinal,
and educational intervention into a coordinated effort, and to use this model to perform clinical
research. It officially opened January 1st, 2006, and Dr Jepson is now its Medical Director.
Britain was the cradle of the industrial revolution. Its manufacturing prowess sustained a
unique global standing in the nineteenth century and bore it to victory in the great wars of the
twentieth. Quite suddenly, this pre-eminence has vanished. Only yesterday an industrial giant,
the UK is heading for the third division.
Born in 1938 into an England which in his view has been going downhill ever since, Fred
Dibnah has always been one to do things properly, whether climbing hundreds of feet to clean,
repair or even destroy his beloved chimneys, or taking 14 years to restore his 1912 steamroller
to its original glory. In this book he shares his experiences as a steeplejack, his love of
machinery of all types, and his forthright views on life in general.
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For a lot of people, one of their first questions when they visit a great historic building is 'How
the heck did they build that all that time ago? How did they manage to lift all that stone and
wood up to such a great height?' In Fred Dibnah's Buildings of Britain we get Fred Dibnah's
own distinctive answer to this question, as he takes us to some of the country's most famous
and historic monuments, castles, cathedrals, abbeys, great houses and engineering marvels.
One of Fred's great passions was architecture, engineering and the craft skills of builders,
carpenters,stonemasons and structural engineers. His interest was not in architectural theory
but in the practicalities of how things were built and with the help of his beautifully executed
drawings he was very good at giving simple, vivid explanations of how things like great
medieval castles and abbeys were built at a time when technology was limited and there were
no power tools, no concrete, no steel, no engines and no heavy machinery. From
Peterborough Cathedral to St Paul's and from the Humber Bridge to the Blackpool Tower, the
book will take us on a tour of Britain's great historic buildings with a very unique and
charismatic guide - Fred Dibnah.
By the end of Queen Victoria's reign, factories had become an inescapable part of the
townscape, their chimneys dominating urban views while their labourers filled the streets,
coming and going between work and home. This book is concerned with the architecture,
planning and design of those factories that were part of the second wave of the industrial
revolution. The book's geographical range encompasses the whole of the British Isles while its
time span covers the Victorian and Edwardian eras, 1837- 1910, and the period leading up to
the First World War. It also looks back to earlier buildings and gives some consideration to the
interwar years and beyond, including the fate of our factory heritage in the twenty-first century.
Factories, not surprisingly given their early working conditions, have had a bad press. It is
sometimes forgotten that they were often the centres of thriving local communities, while their
physical presence and wonderfully varied buildings enlivened our towns and cities. It is time for
a new look at factory architecture. Well illustrated with 150 colour and black & white
photographs.
It was the railway's Titanic. A horrific crash involving five trains in which 230 died and 246 were
injured, it remains the worst disaster in the long history of Britain's rail network.The location
was the isolated signal box at Quintinshill, on the Anglo-Scottish border near Gretna; the date,
22 May 1915. Amongst the dead and injured were women and children but most of the
casualties were Scottish soldiers on their way to fight in the Gallipoli campaign. Territorials
setting off for war on a distant battlefield were to die, not in battle, but on home soil victims, it
was said, of serious incompetence and a shoddy regard for procedure in the signal box,
resulting in two signalmen being sent to prison. Startling new evidence reveals that the failures
which led to the disaster were far more complex and wide-reaching than signalling negligence.
Using previously undisclosed documents, the authors have been able to access official records
from the time and have uncovered ahighly shocking and controversial truth behind what
actually happened at Quintinshill and the extraordinary attempts to hide the truth.As featured in
Dumfries & Galloway Life magazine, January 2014.
Thoughtfully imaginative and action-packed, Steeplejack is New York Times bestselling A. J.
Hartley's YA debut set in a 19th-century South African fantasy world “A richly realized world,
an intensely likable character, and a mystery to die for." — Cory Doctorow, New York Timesbestselling author Seventeen-year-old Anglet Sutonga lives and works as a steeplejack in BarSelehm, a sprawling city known for its great towers, spires, and smokestacks – and even
greater social disparities across race and class. Ang’s world is turned upside-down when her
new apprentice Berrit is murdered the same night that the city’s landmark jewel is stolen. Her
search for answers behind his death exposes unrest in the streets and powerful enemies. But
she also finds help from unexpected friends: a kindhearted savannah herder, a politician’s
haughty sister, and a savvy newspaper girl. As troubles mount in Bar-Selehm, Ang must
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discover the truth behind both murder and theft soon – or else watch the city descend into
chaos. YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults Selection Kirkus Reviews Best Teen Book
Booklist Top Ten YA in Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Fred Dibnah's World celebrates the life and work of Britain's best known steeplejack and
national treasure, Fred Dibnhah. Before his death in 2004, Fred presented many popular
series, including Magnificent Monuments, The Age of Steam and Made in Britain, all of which
attracted viewers in their millions. Fred is the companion to the 12-part BBC2 series
celebrating the life of this great man, which combines highlights from some of Dibnah's classic
programmes with previously unseen footage. The book can of course go much further than the
series, including an extraordinarily account of Fred's childhood which evokes a lost England
and our great industrial heritage. Fred's passion for the glories of the Victorian age and his
fascination with the landscape he grew up in, plus his admiration for the craftsmen and
labourers who made it all possible, captivate us on every page. Fred is the personification of
everything that made England great in the first place. And this is a glorious tribute to a man
whom millions came to love.
Construction in the Landscape describes the impact of construction on the land and landscape
where it takes place. Geographical coverage is necessarily global to reflect the great variation
both in people's economic and social needs and in the shortage or abundance of natural
resources. Part one introduces both land resources, whether used for agriculture, human
settlement or mineral extraction or conserved as scenery, wildlife habitat or for the undefined
needs of future generations; and construction, its products, skills, processes and impacts on
land resources. Part two describes specific forms of civil engineering – from landform
adaptation, through dams and river control works, coastal construction and transport
infrastructure to particular types of structure such as bridges, towers and power stations, or the
layout of complete settlements. Part three deals with regional planning of construction and land
use in different geographical circumstances – from fine scenery, through rural countryside to
city and suburban development – and to the sort of land arrangements that may be sustainable
for an increased but hopefully more civilized human population a century hence.
For too long northerners have faced derision at the hands of southerners, whether it be about
the northern climate, their thriftiness, or gloomy outlook, but all this is about to change. Now is
the time for northerners to rise up as one and growl, 'I'm from t'North and I'm proud!' The
Northern Monkey Survival Guide is a collection of reasons to love the North, together with
some useful survival tips for anyone who dares to venture south of Birmingham. Including: . A
north-south currency conversion guide - what a cheese and onion buttie is called and what it
costs . The Northern Monkey hall of fame - the greatest northerners in history . Places to avoid
in the 'Beautiful South'. The Northern Monkey Survival Guide is a celebration of the northern
outlook on life and the perfect book for all northerners.

As primary subjects are increasingly being taught on an interdisciplinary level, Russell
Grigg and Sioned Hughes have created an innovative new text, Teaching Primary
Humanities. This new text explores current debate, encourages reflection and provides
clear guidance on planning, teaching and assessing the humanities from the Early
Years to Key Stage 2. Through a blend of theory and real-life examples, Grigg and
Hughes demonstrate the contribution that history, geography and religious education
can make to enhancing children’s thinking, literacy, numeracy and ICT skills. Whether
you are a trainee or a practitioner, this book will develop your knowledge of how young
children’s understanding of place, time and community can be fostered through a playbased curriculum. It will also benefit teachers of older children looking to encourage
more independent learning in their schools. About the authors: Dr Russell Grigg is
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Head of the South West Wales Centre of Teacher Education. He is a trained primary
inspector for England and Wales. He has written widely in the field of history and
primary education including Wales in the Victorian Age and Becoming an Outstanding
Primary Teacher. Dr Sioned Hughes is Senior Lecturer in Initial Teacher Training at the
South West Wales Centre of Teacher Education. She has published many educational
materials, especially in primary geography. Her work on Patagonia was recognised by
the Welsh Books Council as the ‘Bestselling Children’s Book’ in 2011.
"Fred Dibnah was a man born out of his time. His era should have been the
'magnificent age of British engineering' - the nineteenth century - and his heroes were
the great industrial engineers of the period whose prolific innovations and dedicated
work ethic inspired a national mood of optimism and captured the hearts of the British
public. i>red Dibnah's Victorian Heroestells the stories of some of these men - including
George and Robert Stephenson, Isambard Kingdom Brunel and Joseph Whitworth and what it was that made them such inspirational figures to Fred. What were their
backgrounds? Where did their drive and vision come from? What sort of people were
they at work and at home? And what was their contribution to the history of industry and
engineering? Most of them - like Fred - were colourful, larger-than-life characters for
whom no challenge was too great. Taking these fascinating characters as inspiration,
Fred Dibnah's Victorian Heroesgets to the very heart of what allowed nineteenthcentury Britannia to rule the waves . . ."
Wainwright: The Man Who Loved the Lakes is a celebration of the British landscape,
and it tells the remarkable story of Alfred Wainwright who in 1952 decided to hand draw
a series of guides to the fells of Lakeland. For the next 13 years he spent every
weekend walking, and every weekday evening drawing and writing - completing one
page per night. The result was Wainwright's Pictorial Guides to the Lakeland Fells.
Although initially self published they have now sold over a million copies and are still
popular and much loved today. He went on to present a series of TV shows on the BBC
about walking in the Lake District that made him even better known. He was an unlikely
celebrity, he preferred his own company and thought walking in the countryside should
be a solitary rather than group pursuit. Wainwright: The Man Who Loved the Lakes
introduces him to a new generation of lovers of the countryside, features some of
Wainwright's favourite walks and is lavishly illustrated, including stunning aerial shots of
the Lake District.
The vibrant industrial town of Wigan has a long and distinguished history. However, the
area also harbours some disturbing secrets. Discover the darker side of the Wigan with
this terrifying collection of true-life tales from across the region. From the old cotton
mills to the public houses there seems to be a ghost lurking around every corner.
Featuring ghouls, poltergeists and phantom creatures this book is guaranteed to make
your blood run cold.Drawing on historical and contemporary sources and containing
many tales which have never before been published, Haunted Wigan will delight
everyone interested in the paranormal.
What is Manchester? Moving far from the glitzy shopping districts and architectural
showpieces, away from cool city-centre living and modish cultural centres, this book
shows us the unheralded, under-appreciated and overlooked parts of Greater
Manchester in which the majority of Mancunians live, work and play. It tells the story of
the city thematically, using concepts such a ‘material’, ‘atmosphere’, ‘waste’,
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‘movement’ and ‘underworld’ to challenge our understanding of the quintessential
post-industrial metropolis. Bringing together contributions from twenty-five poets,
academics, writers, novelists, historians, architects and artists from across the region
alongside a range of captivating photographs, this book explores the history of
Manchester through its chimneys, cobblestones, ginnels and graves. This wide-ranging
and inclusive approach reveals a host of idiosyncrasies, hidden spaces and stories that
have until now been neglected.
"First published in Great Britain by Wharncliffe Books"--Verso of T.p.
"Indexes to papers read before the Museums Association, 1890-1909. Comp. by
Charles Madeley": v. 9, p. 427-452.
Britains favourite steeplejack and industrial enthusiastic, the late Fred Dibnah, takes us back to
the 18th century when the invention of the steam engine gave an enormous impetus to the
development of machinery of all types. He reveals how the steam engine provided the first
practical means of generating power from heat to augment the old sources of power (from
muscle, wind and water) and provided the main source of power for the Industrial Revolution.
In Fred Dibnahs Age of Steam Fred shares his passion for steam and meets some of the
characters who devote their lives to finding, preserving and restoring steam locomotives,
traction engines and stationary engines, mill workings and pumps. Combined with this will be
the stories of central figures of the time, including James Watts - inventor of the steam engine and Richard Trevithick who played a key role in the expansion of industrial Britain in the 18th
and 19th centuries.
Join engineer, steeplejack and beloved storyteller Fred Dibnah, as he takes you on a personal
tour through industrial Britain. Bringing to life landmark events from the eighteenth to the early
twentieth century in his typically engaging and anecdotal style, Fred introduces the great
inventors from the age of steam, describes the day-to-day operation of railways, mills, forges
and factories, and paints a vivid picture of what life was like for the mill-hands, colliers and
engineers who laboured in industrial Britain - the workshop of the world. With a comprehensive
gazetteer, which lists details of over 230 places of industrial interest - from steam railways and
ships, to windmills and watermills - Foundries and Rolling Mills is a glorious portrait of Britain at
the height of its industrial power, from one of our most revered figures.
Taking you through the year day by day, The Manchester Book of Days contains quirky,
eccentric, shocking, amusing and important events and facts from different periods in the
history of the city. Ideal for dipping into, this addictive little book will keep you entertained and
informed. Featuring hundreds of snippets of information gleaned from the vaults of
Manchester’s archives and covering the social, criminal, political, religious, agricultural,
industrial and military history of the city, it will delight residents and visitors alike.
The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable
classroom editions. Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. In this play,
the whole Crompton family becomes entangled in a row in which a good many uncomfortable
truths are told.
Slates from quarries in Wales once went to roof the world. By the late nineteenth century as
many as a third of all the roofing slates produced worldwide came from Wales, competing with
quarries in France and the United States. This book traces the industry from its origins in the
Roman period, its slow medieval development and then its massive expansion in the
nineteenth century – as well as through its long drawn-out decline in the twentieth.
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